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Hot on the heels of House of Macadamia’s snacking pouches comes the arrival of 3 healthier living

bars (45% macadamia content) offering a real food alternative to vacant ingredient energy bars.

The snacking brand which originated in South Africa, aims to bring macadamia nuts to the world in a

snack form. Having recently launched its pouches in the UK, House of Macadamias is also entering

the ‘better-for-you’ snacking bar fray as a healthier, all natural alternative to competitors.

According to brand co-owner, Brandon Hiemstra, ‘As a transparent brand that makes no bones about

the fact that macadamias will always be the first name on our ingredient decks (between 45-98%
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content), we are equally clear that will never denigrate their discerning reputation or our wider

wellness focus by surrounding them with refined sugar, cheap fillers or any synthetic nasties’

The low calorie, high protein nature of these 100% natural, plant-based bars means that they’re

perfectly suited to provide a timely on-the-go energy boost, a mood enhancing high or a well-

deserved wholesome timeout means that that they appeal to both ardent snackers and specialist diet

advocates such as vegan, keto, or paleo diets.
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